
OFFROADING WORKSHEET

STEP ONE: BUILD YOUR OWN SWEATER WIZARD CHOICES

 BODY CONSTRUCTION

 NECKLINE

 SLEEVES

 HEM

cardigan / pullover

sleeved / vest

button band (if cardigan)

allowance:                              
# buttons:                               

edge height:                              
edge stitch:                              

width: narrow / average / wide

depth & orientation:                           
edge height:                              
edge stitch:                              vee crew scoop boat

shape: tapered / straight / bell 

edge height:                              
edge stitch:                              short

short

elbow

average

3/4

long

long

tunic

edge height:                              
edge stitch:                              

if bell: slight / moderate / extreme 

straight / a-line / tapered / hourglass

Create a basic CustomFit pattern with silhouette, trims, neckline, and sleeves as close to your 
end result as possible. Use whatever you have - sketches, daydreams, photographs, etc. - to 
fill out the following information, and then create a CustomFit pattern. 
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Amy Herzog
3’’ (7.5 cm) from shoulders�

Amy Herzog
.75’’ (2 cm)�

Amy Herzog
2x2 ribbing
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Amy Herzog
2x2 ribbing

Amy Herzog
3’’ (7.5 cm)�
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2’’ (5 cm)�

Amy Herzog
2x2 ribbing



OFFROADING WORKSHEET

STEP TWO: IDENTIFY THE CHANGES YOU’LL MAKE WHILE KNITTING

BACK

FRONT(S)

 SLEEVES

 FINISHING

On this page, write down all of the changes you’ll make to your basic CustomFit pattern while 
you’re knitting, broken out piece by piece. (Some examples might be adjusting the stitch 
count of your front or back to accommodate a cable, adding pockets during finishing, or 
working the sleeves top-down with short row sleeve caps for a design’s particular needs.)  

Amy Herzog
Work the ribbing as instructed, then purl one RS row to create the purl accent.  

Count up the number of stitches removed in the armhole; place one marker this many stitches in from the left edge of the back (when viewed from the RS). Place another marker 29 stitches further toward the center than the first. Work these stitches in Reverse Stockinette, with a single center Twisted Stockinette stitch, to end of back. 

�

Amy Herzog
Work the ribbing as instructed, then purl one RS row to create the purl accent.  

Place markers around the 29 stitches starting at the left armhole edge (as worn) and moving toward the center, to match back. These will be on the right side of the piece, when viewed with the RS facing, for the front. Work these stitches in Reverse Stockinette for a few inches, then work “THE SPIDER” from Barbara Walker’s Charted Knitting Designs (page 35), from the top of the chart down toward the bottom. (Begin with Row 52, and work back towards Row 1.) Once the spider’s body (and later chart)  is complete, work the center stitch as a Twisted Stockinette Stitch to shoulder. 
�

Amy Herzog
Work the ribbing as instructed, then purl one RS row to create the purl accent.  

Complete sleeve as instructed in your CustomFit pattern. 
�

Amy Herzog
Pick up neck stitches as instructed, then purl one RS row to create the purl accent.  

Complete ribbing as instructed in your CustomFit pattern. 
�


